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,e, proceeding in the same
direction, hence with.

the POss""ties of interaction:, The situation
to C pletely different when
CWy Ores in the lircction of the grav
tat ,
toward the s
yn this case the gravi.
1 raves process! in the "polite
direction , and the
itetioual interaction therefore takes place
even during the
iD-motion phases Of 17,11ercury'a rotation r¬
wd the sun. 7bis is
Out

the

avitati

half of the traJeat
weaken an the
from the s=.

interaction is more intensive o t1he
where I- ercury

roaches the
the pla

,

t mares

t is just this asymmetry of the interaeti
that i s kzy one of the basic Cau"s
Of the turning of
ontw

this be reflected in the

the

ti.cal ba""

inter

the --

y the at-root nhnses, i .e.

tion

ties), I .e*
ticnl feet

the

here
in

quantitYN I-~beta4 r

the at

re

ion aria alfa on the

ae
t of the

the
no
el intera

att

l affect

to as I if,

1--beta

e dil

tion

eon the aravitati

al sour

2 field
a

1 field

radiation with a lower fre

enev than

weaker field"*

tai the region

lines shift to the

e theory of relativity explains this
alaiming that "thmigh atoms
vibrA :ions

str

vitational field flovto

is longer, any! therefore even the
vibrat

toted to our terrestrial second

too# is CMsIdered
of relattvlty. Einstein even *V*
: " Wero
ttral line due to the e
g ravi to t

''eet

t, the general thOOry Of re-

lativi ty would
thi a
tntio

vitatic

n, neither, is c0ut
ime, curvature of the tire-apace or other relativist .
a
Over ft"Uomi

l field is

e et

.et

e

gr

West, a wholly concrete effeot
Ida orients the elementary units of sm ob..
rection opposite to that in Which itself
propa

ten# to the

observer, the vectorial reset of these e.
appears as an accelerated notion
emission
ssible only in the

s,

_

strut ti

. Therefore, the atreagw

Atoms, This, th

, Knife

lines,

vitational

Anee Also the lower the frequen4
itself by the red shift of the

As a
acts, with another t

e

old

simply

of

ee t on the

ones
is stri
¢f time but

ei _.

gravitational field,

falls another of the ar awente intended to
prove
istic dilatation of time .

i2fitc An

dilatat
ativity consideration

to frequently
p3

etary ship so-ring

light, Th

throw. cosmic space on
a velocity close to ; be velocity of
80 fast that the

renta dila

paradoxical conclusions . A traveller who re.
which a v*ar

s pa

'

the

TiP at the age of t

o the then.-

~l a y vity - *find nn his ret~
after a

the

ire several deesdes had
elapsed on the earth

slier while his grin will be,, may,;
not
is mor

l Fools

serious

Taot that

fAr As the dilatation of
out by Auth

1d AD4 oth
t

Ee

elf

tie statements

antfists.

saflaw

the th

is

is euphemistically called
th "pe. .
he theory

relativity,

fagt 'Dc1tual

then is

he actual reality

l't i

e that the

relativity are

easy . The Illusion of the
possibili.-

ty of prol
Of t

solvable . The idea about the
dilAtAtion

is undo

ife is of course
attractive . Ard
;wily such
es

illusion. The objective r

. Will there never

store r"
a quo

-I-

V.

add a notat "Font

Ave A
disin

Ation proee

life
es place fn the at-r
paces

pbssibX~ to

le

lies to inorganic objects .
Were
as pheno-menon to living
or

e feasible (judging
tt

reticslly) t o pro-

?:eng life for the

treason that, the disintegration pro-

the in-motion
freezing

ul.d stop . This would be like

disintegration by motion. Unfortunately, the

idea is nothin

more than fantasy for the time being.

x
criticism of the
t us return to the 't)r'incilpl es f postulated by the
relativity .
According to the Viral theory of relativ ty# ti:
slowly in a stronger than in a weaker gravitational

itting that the War
one tine,
that # for ex

the

will

s
field .

as a
2e has 00 1RO WO
by
going
the theory of relativity

S'stAm

finri.-

le, the planet Pluto is older than

ich it h d Originated . Mat the theory of relativity
tells us
time on the sun flows more slowly t1snn on
plp¬net j
therefore, planets are older
Or, take the follow:

case : in the direction

e

centre of thefftrth# acceleration due to gravity
approaches sere
.

Ordiug to the theory of relativity, time flies
much faster
centre than on the surface of the earth,

is that a part of a whole is older than the
see, there is no cud try absurdities .

If.

we

In yet another case, the theory of reIntivity claims
that tiass
stops
velocity r . How* then*
t-ime flow in el
.ectrretict gravitational, etc. systems moving with
this veloei
Lhrou
space. Is the theory able to supply a -zoo-evasive
ans .
wer to 'this question 7
e more examples A 4.paceship with relativistic
velocity
flies
the path between two fixed stars. On both
fixed at
time asses equally fast . Consider the
rotations of the

round the sun to be ',-,he common close of both the
hared
the rocket' The question is

ill time flax differently

on the flying roclet than on the quiescent fixed starts if
the fixed stars send the rocket will record, say, five rot-

ations of the earth round the s

from the start to the arrival

jven these few exwmpl es entitle us to drew the following
conclusions Dilatation of time postulated by the theory of re-

lativity doe

portray the objective reality and owing thwt

i s an

l ati cna., should be rejected*

ti
The relativity of simultaneity of two distant events repri
cents one of the keystones on which Einstein's theory of relat1vity depends.
According, to the theory, there exists no ab Solute time valid
for call reference framts, for there exists no absolute refereace frame to which the time data could be referred . And sine*
in the titiseory

' relativity a light ae3.~al with the so-called

"constant velocity" becomes the coordination factor between
the reference fr

Of

o,

city impligs also the

relativity of a
1o illustrate the relativity of simultaneity, zinsteln introduced the example involvi

a moving rom with two abservws#

came stationed inside, the other outside the roans# the tads: of
observers is to fired whether or not light aignale transrd:tted from a VOUrce nt the centre of the r

walls

multaneously. The

will reach the

ore of the obaorv,ere, based of cour-

se on the relativistic tbeais of the so-called c
city of li

t, tire According t^

st

t velo-

insteln as followas

"Observer ou: the inside of the rooms A ligit

the centre of the reran will reach the walls simultaneously
because the walls are at equal distance from the li
source
and the velocity of light is the asses in all directions.

Observer on the outside of the roms

direetions with the same norml velocity
.

tr
the

I see

site wall, tries to

recede from the li

t

al, while

sis

by the if
tug it .
eaen a or

n

n bserv mrs we arr ive at

result Obviously At variance with
the secmin
ly five" ooncePts of CIRssicsl
physics . TWO events, i .e. the
twO l i
t signals that reach both walls,
xre simultaneous for
the observer inside, sad not
rood"(Un At e

to the observer Outside the

nfeld)
as -aeaAlin

ock chor

e,

or

th'a *.'S1At%vity
lux

Lime,

"the

d taro events simultaneous in one

simult aneous in another frame

r the theory.

le of the

thiss to demonstrate and

ty of simultAneity .
error . Note the following dra

e two inertial
tive to ir

,he

heory of relativity is leap

And

l.

e

rAme A moves refs..

rest . At the instant both fir es
xi t
centric position, a :,qigft&l is
Iran=itte
e in both directions . Frame A
moves to the right in
si
l will reseh the ripbt_hand wall
of systems

si4ult
is

Zt using the

e

sly.

e right-hand wells of bath fr!~rl*e
PIAAO, and the si

thfir

l will frill

s=dh"Ceat

insta nt. In conformance with the thesis of the so-called
eonstar?t velocity *f li
reach the left

t # at that inets

ud wall. of

osite signal will

le A for observer A but the loft-*

-hand side wall of frame 3 for observer 3 .

sordingly, tkt

same ray, the

a optical material proeese, the same transport
And mass should reach the left-hard wall of frame ,S

of ener

even though at that instant it could have - from the point of
vi" of observer A - reache
Hence the letection a

dmy

the left--hand wall of

arstus of observer A would detect noth-

ing on the left-hand wall of frame B, while the apparatus of
observer 3 would detect there the incidence of the signal .
if
we Ossociate with the incidence of the si, al, aay g
extinction
of some organism (microbe), then at the same instant the
ar

..

niam waull live for one observer, and not live for the
other .
at we are facing here fm unbridgeable discord
between the relativistic postulate and octal reality . Theme
exists no physical law that wOUld make it possible for a pert
.

din phenomenon at the r
and not to

place anti inatant to exist for

18t for another observer . The assertion of the

theory of relativity concerning the relativity of
simultaneity
is nothing best mere speculation, Wit tQ at an.,

support in ob ec

iv+e reality . The fact that a- process was realiged'st a definite
time and definite place iZ space is an actunl reality
valid far
all reference frames irrespective of the si

oli

tion o£ this

e system to another, 1be fact that, spy, a living
came into being car became extinct must hold for all
reference frames,
can chnn ge nothing; about

of ei mal s r

oJecticuas, ere.

T"4 the question
whether there eon really
simultaneous in the universe, to may give the following

equivocal
-nature has never

whole

'bats only in the
future

uencs of simult

sly

real'.

ctit our d

otatlc

t

,eitiest the pest
s of

ually, however, i

s existed but

s

s al..

fcare everything

sisal

mere exist next one to

seas

1 an

process

e exists no instAnt of the proe

would not apply simultp
.neously to the wh
e the

the *instantaneous state
jestive reality, one cannot

to
pas
enti

er

Every th.i

the4ie

tly

different psrts of this world

is actually happening in
event a

present event s
i

,mot,

taltsneous with a future or -,.,*

t

universe only that which is of the pre-

d this i

ty cownen to the whol

is

ession of the existence of

a
1d**

proceed next to a.. pro,.

a portrait of the *inat

taneo

is of no importance whether or not this "inse

t

state* can be set down by some mechanisms* 7&at we see
is not an image
using the state
one and that
an image of the
the signals had
was amt

states, depending
tray,

minutes ago# the store

e
way they have existed even

year* ago* It is, ther

poeeible

still observing some star, that for other
care extinct or stopped to exist a long
about its extinct

But si.

ls

n will not reach us until in the
future. It

nr_ i dine" frni its eignal projection . As we see this

feet

ely nothing in comcn with the relativistic
ul tAnel ty,

ovever .

me the existence of

Accordlxu 7 to

lute
variable

Vat'trey, variable, relative mna

to
on of

e object and the chosen refer

c

to trmsformationg that
od contracts in the direction of mntion and this contract
ion increases with growing velocity, The ratio at which it ec.l.-bets` s

.. AcenrIingly, "one am the a

th

differently large relative tta differently movin.~ fra-

mes" .

y the theory of relativity, the path throe

movin

object has passed,

l
ti.ial motion nf the reference ob-

seed,
pain;, o f view the

ar, that from rinatein's
dimensions is mutual. " A m

in

relnt

the rails and vice versa,

ed rel tine to the train'" .,
lie theory usually speaks of the contract
Ily, however, the concept "length" is but an abstraction .

solat
in nAture .

lengths are found in notur-e
trictly

only volumes

traeti
real fits.

tr

t

be referred to volume units only. At velocity
c this would mean - by the theory of rel a Livi ty -" vnni shing
e "Icue snd hence also of mass - a clearly
y nbsurd result .

Yet such a result follows from relativistic balances .

theory

tho other hand, contains

mass of a body increases
attsi

infinite values.

ro at velocity

c

for

n stating that the

h velocity, and a t vel lei ty

c would

whose volume has changed to so-

would at the same time have an infinitely

mass* As can be seen, speculations disseminated by the
theory 'if relativity care

variance not

with logic but o

the objective rcplity of the physical world as

In the considerations concernin g: space on always run into
the following essential. questiont Does absolute apace exist
privileged reference frame 4 A frame that is at absolute
reat 7
ttitude of the theory ii uneguivoeal s zoo

number of arguments, clear and ince~ntcstrble bear out a
sitive

ale,

awera namely t ¬sat such r space exists* Thus, for
the motion of

elecctromagneti wane

with velocity

eels just relative to the absolute hare, that is to

to the absolute reference frame . inertia of bodies is another
went testifying its favour of the absolutness ofspace.
Inertial motions are absolute motions that can be realised on "
elative to the absolute space . If we know the velocity of
a

tion of electromn metic wares in spac8, the

ale

+es us at the saw time the possibility of measuring the ab
luto "ace* One can measure evan with mass In motion* 'aft to
at the reco, Ati

of Absolute motion -results in the
ce the n'asolute Tare simultm.

)resents a r
the rest

ence space that is at absolute rest

and the motion of :natter turn out as die-

Iectic Gutithesel ex i sting in indissol uble unity . the

its

to motion is rest* Without this antithesis motion would be
thinkable . lotion, therefor*, presupposes its opposite,, t*8*

c

absolute rest . An :the objective image of this a

,olute rest

st of the a5solute space.
vin

or and

1tzble Unit."r of

bile space form

dialectic,

indisso=

t theses . There is no space without matter,

nor matter without space .
and

a

Tit

this oppositeness of rest

tien it w0uld be impossible to imagine the existence of
ter at all .

istence

see is the indispensable condition for the

matter . fill motions and ehan ,es am be
realized
e.
eral theory of relativity connects space with time,

es a inniform concept "ins-space"

cad wr

a

that thl e

curves by the effect of the gravitational field .

I quote : *1a.nstein has identified gravitation,
curving

de.

sics 4f moving bodies with the curvature of $rim(" "space"!
~"hnt we meet with here are but s)eculationS ster=lng,
from
modifications of M^themwticAl bstlances rather than from
facts
reflect!

actual renlity . Ono cAn hardly identify the
srnvitnt"

ional -field wjwh snaee car time-nonce . the former
is but one of

force fields existing in space * In
other fields, e.g. slectro

than:

gnetic, nuclear, meson fields, etc *

e theory of relativity, however, ris
e was time to the

st sere there exist also

e far-reftOhing effects

Pwitational fields alone, "his, too,

cOntwins a lot of illogical! ty and inconsistency
.
In real material. neture the concept "tins`bust for exa

co*

a no

2et while space coutinuee without change,
time

forever arises azd vanishes .

wee

has

three dimensions and

time, on the other hand, has but one dimension
and

cannot move in it so thwt one could step into the
poet

Uien return to the present,
be divided in most divers

space exists as a whole axtd

or tiruns. Time, however, exists 3
OMIJV
ae an elementary instant of the present,
invariable

the Rr inciul e of rel

"tee

principle of relativity is one of the basic ideas of
'» together with the principl

physics"*

ity of light . . the basis of the theory of
re's r; t T'A'I ty"s
rincipl e of relativity *onsists ea
in the assertion that in no

t-

, without relat

fraze ct*n one decide whether the frame in question
er can one- not even fro& the
to

kd*
ich at rent.
dealing with " a lane

can

l&ck of knowledge of the actual
Of primary importance in this respect is

answer to th.c cues

Does there exist an objective differen-

ce be tween t,

es of rest

? if i t

the principle of relativity is
of the

which fire

¬d tracaslsticanal mot-

caps

y a

el of science and engineering
e of differentiating between these two qua-

ely dif'f'erent

ysioal states.

sertion th .

ble to distinguish wbether
clearly hold t
all.

vs

cat iwagine tfor

with velocity

principle of relativity

light ray

to all fo
_
Fa

-

s a step further : From

+e closer or sway one from Wither

ene can judge that that nintion necessarily proceeds in
es with at least one of the,
ative to apace* The motion of that body th
lotion t o t

sth*t

Wit. has VMt OM?,

if we a
ti
to

dt th idea of a
s We

litative difference between

t "J*et the idea that this differ en.

.feat itsolf its own gray also in Che inner

the fe

es* To defend the prineiple of re'
lnetpl* of our inAbility to perceive

tvo quail tatively different states

as

'm

to

mz"Wwi.~ .l

R4ALA lewi=

F7l3!"l"7 T % I6 w

timal intensity, ete*, it

be illogical to reftsa in

:pier the possibility Of distin-

jail

internal-state s
at rest or in traaslati

l

rbather
ti4m*

view of the kimton hypothesis, translat- .
is wthinZ but
j the larg»
ireetion, the

ve1oeity of the body in the
V

WUMIX16

V

I. LM

nags

relative to the

§ff

..r.,

~r

1b

luau

00

tt "00* It is the re.-

tore of the bay

that

is at must or
'.fit* nation
itudo of its vel

fty foil

eleme-ntary units*

s froe the veetori^1 results

the primiple of relativity appears

from or toward the

'emddlese whether the

falls an the earth always with the
o:* It maces no 4

velocity, velocity

or away from the light r

observer awes towar

light is not 0 be i

zc;ttant* velocity
the velocity

f light relative 0 the absolutes

Old to UWA
aaeei it to

relative verity with respect to the Most dlTOtIM inertial ObJeet a.

put i t el early s what i s involved here is net
t relative to space but the movie away car to of two
a on* of which is light*

y the theory, this

.nor, to or

is to he done at constant, invariable velocity

a

a # and

t

: as would "ably follow from the

at velocity e#r or

esiwrtl theorem or velocity addition,. It we bave a light
c

one aide, amd an object with velocity
t

tortal systems do
or *-v, but alwa

Ah

v

with velocity

c

*The velocity of light plu# the velocity of the system is again
to the velocity of light only
erso
e the Tee; sons Xtvm for this truly sh
sertion ? They resort to the already familiar jugg2swyj if in
the objectively existing world light propagates to all system
v*loeity, irrespective of their mutual **ties#
this to possible only because the

em

for the remaining systems* l

of time
is a definite

one " to even out the differences in veloei tint emus" bar different moti

of the

This pr
relativi ty

a
4f pri

it is

ry sigaifice

e for the Umpw7

to the cornerstone of the special the

ofrelativity. It se

a, however$, that this cornerstone of claW

not of steel. In the weal ph-vateal world one am find
*taut* To:
i.ty

,
HAM is
li

t. Relative to the absolute
a, the absolute velocity of light,

t relative to other objects is either c4v or *
.v,

filly in conf

tty with the rule of addition of velocities.

This is bmwas out

a

astronomical motions sand pheno -

The well-known

iment, the

teal

ampler

and finally every

0009,

die loesti

effect
of the ram.

t the opposite principle

tify to the

of the rilativistic principle . There-

"di

are

state that the law

velocity of light is
Light

the

e

the grossest ina

1.s a 3f1OTter 4ist

e

stions physical

;er tip, in

fance with the equation , a = e t.
theory

tsast

shorter

r distance in n proportionall
latation of tine

so-called c

paradox#
tare* 49 AID* -With

the

Ilowing exileS Point A is at rest, point B in notion. At the
instant the two points c

to the a

e level, electrow,vnetic

bath. At the instaAt of ori an, the t
sills thus have a co ann centre After a second, the
foras a spherical

a front with radius

a! The theory ar

s

that the centre of this spherical wave front is not the
space at

i scion took place, but a moving amerce.

According to the th

of relativity, two signals with a eew-

a m cure at oristj, f
entrie
be b"d put to fin4
re .

e fronts,
gregious folly in taatts-

,,nee emitted by a source, pro~
with constant velocity

tea

a , with

resrd to

t1ou of the brae or receiver . rf light was emit teed
at a definite point of sp

r9 then this point

1ea1 wave frdQtS by SOMe of which light propagates
through spsea . This

0int do** net

;a 18 waxy the prop
affected

Of light oaf enittod is in so mW

the eoti+Q of the source,

Lot

the following Mental experiment : Material

Object
ject

ti

re with the source, and

tt
A

I

OW lat

Y fr

light emcee

S . Were ob-

at rest, a light ray mold reach and ill

eecond a

t will happen it object
.~
ci: LyE ;of,

A

inate it in

es sway from the

t: 100 000 ka/se e 7 Af"

ash of light illusilmite object A
Which

#ed 200 OW ka farther
with

aphert
radius

c ? If

***and* object

be illuminated by

it mea
the

V61001ty of 300 000

A

will not

that the frout of the light
Object
with a relative

200 000 ka/seo . This result is,

Of course, at variance

,e relativistic postulate,

ativistic theoretician claim that after one seCOW the flash of light will illaminnte object
ter has wred 100 tot

A even th

out of red of the spherical

we" front, hex will he explain the optical material iotemetton (photons Impinging
ly out

the body) when the body is objective-

reach of such

interaction ? The abstrdf ty of

relativistic postulate is also proved

the ale cited

motion an the relativity of aimultansi ty. A si $mai
has reached the
two systems here,
cordino to the principle of

rolls at the same time (there are
rest, the other moving) . Acs-constant velocity of 11
xeft-hand wells of both

a instant . `ht

s at the

st

ini

of the t

o

e

Il differ $ however. The observer in system A will cla

s
that

left-4m, wall of eystem .A= while
tod that the ray has arrived to

i t for gr
t

t

ll. of

d

natant 0

3.

will claim something different
other.

,

e i=ide

e of the ray on the left-hand wall of
le, the existence of
ar

the at
will claim tha

is living while

that

tiew

rightly post
enan actually

sical *r a biological

not exist for the other observer even though both evaluate
e place and at the

situation froz the
1

rlds in existernee,
iste

car to see that th*
late is

r

ntab1e and one at warl
tion Of Matter in 43k"* .

s of

mental

r cot

*natant velocity of It

e pr

t should, therefore, be re eat

.

let " It is an experimentally proT

fact that in matt*

icier of its

t fall

direction toted a star; the
us "'ire intensively", ,

the star, the f.spacts of limit particles
the particles were "lighter*, "more in the

s

flios to

mat

#
hi

is its r^fAation r

* Would

a similar difference

the velocity of light* .
* According to the
theo
velocity
i ln nt light remains ab
Uvar ed, hover" . Thus the theory,

he objective physical realityl
If are object

toward
r V#*

lutely

# and

moves away from ligit s the impingement
is
It is evident that this ph

ything else but a 1lxger or a
eaAller amount of eleotr
r
is mattes
T, e. Wit this statement
implies is the
the relative velocity of limit
and recei
two __ _ _ ems ---- to or

her with velocity e+v

have a material
city

010-

light,

poet

tte of

etmat velocity of 11

ive velocities

it . The invariability off"

light

so be at pr

with the law of conservation
t h

eat m.

energy t
bi

ime t which in the ma
tun

er recept

lal balance means

eleetromp rzetic e ergyi
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atom as asserted by the theory
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esventeenth century, Danish astronomer R9.
Observed that *the time between two succeadxe eclipses of
Jupiter

td ahwter when the wnrtb was approach
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the planet (the path of light be0=e shorter ; and l
it aged away from the planet". R&er explained this phenowen+mt
that light needs lonW time for reaching us
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dhpiter, and shorter time when it approaOhea

the planet* from the observed differences he then c=puted
velocity of lights
As per's experiment clearly indicates, li ;-ht

travels l

er distncces in lonar time and shorter distances in proportion.
ally shorter time .

as stated by equPtion s = a t

Were the postulate of the theory of relativity about the so-

-called constant velocity
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?2°4t

true, Romer's experiment

could not have been succesefl e One could detect no retardation or acceleration ofl j t signals arriving to the earth
Jupiter -'a reg'i.one Iteal ity shows that what holds Rood is just
the opposite to what is postulated by the theory of relativity *
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earth burs an effect can the retardation

light Signal ; this Meant
SIMAI is not
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Velocity Of such a

c"ve And only thin incontestable physical

fsct has enabled the scientlsts to determine the velocity of
light in comic space . As a matter of fact, we know of no case
in astronomy in which light would behave as pwad 1cally as
predicted by the theory of relativity . Dilatation of time or
contraction e%f lengths are nowhere to be found t
t velocit
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therefore,is

The upper limit for the transfer of energy (matter) in
space to velocity

t is in~-

c . This undoubtedly is correct*

correct is that the theory of relativity applies this even to
the mutual velocity of objects moving in opposite directions,
e*g, to the mutual velocity of two opposite-oriented rays*
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inst the rel.AtiTf/stic poastu-

stnxitivelocity of light, which we could quote, all
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nitiom of gravitation states that it is "an: ability
to produce gravitational fields s

or'

bodies

at the ame tine be sub-

jected to the Action of gravitational. fields" . It is thus
property of material bodies manifested by mu .uAl attraction" .
far, science knows nothing positive about the nature pr*.
per of gravity
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field prnDAgates is the surrounding space in All directions
spherical wave fronts* The qupnts of n gravitatimpl field
Are the hypothetical "gravitons"* We can assume that the
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or the
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From this st indpo int,
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y with

the at-Prest fem of matter, and impossible wherever radiation,
force fields, that is to
Y matter in the radiation form is
volved . Gravitational interaction (emission Of gravitational
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t-rest ft
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e origin of substaxae . Only
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thing*
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il on the level of "at-rest" matters, while the
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gravitational +Moots

bodies, oar themselves produce
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poles, or in other girds, that gtavi-"
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Theory

in the direction from the equator to the poles*
gins this fact by claiming that tae earth is flntten,-

ed on the °

less that is to say that the distance from the cent-

are of the earth is smaller at the poles
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I force of the earth displaying its effect on
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.tre (analoxy of quie
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less o ; the equatoar than at the poles
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to all inlications, the effect of earth 's rotation
ita":ionAl quanta acts in yet
reat on* Due to the effect of earth's rotation r
do

the quanta

other di-

emitted gravitons per unit time falls to
for than at the poles . It can namely bo
tca

Lion of `he souree there takes pl
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fnichee from the

tiara
to*

is circumstance, too, has

effect

vitational field . At the poles, There
nation of

itons is at minimum., the intensity

witatio al
1
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ory asserts that "
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thrown body falls to

.which it has left it". Con
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motion s body moves in the
inter
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t

y in the objet's west phaoeo* '
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- 53 the two move in one direction, the in-motion phases of the object aril the in-motion phases of the gravitntionnl field are at
relative rest and no interraction takes place . The situation is
quite: different during the return motion of the throes-up object,
i .e . during its free fall . In this ease the object moves against
the direction of the grnvitationnl field, and interaction, therPfore, takes place in both the at-rest and in-motion phaaes .
Consequently, the gravitational field has more opportunities
to assert its effect  and thus is manifested by the body having
a hiper velocity in the descent than. in the ascent. On the se-me principle rests the explanation of the familiar notion of
Mercury's perihelion . During the motion of this planet round the
sun, the gravitational inetraction is more intensive an. one half
the- orbit than on. the other . As the planet moves away from
the sun, the gravitationsl interaction is repl ized only In the
in-rest phases, while when the ;planet appronchea the sun, it
is
relaized in both the at rest and in-motion phases . And this is
jav" the reason of the well--known turning of Mercury 0a orbit .
The conclusion may generally. b e formulated as followst
?Mrina
. motion in one direction, the gravitational field
feats a body only in the body'9 nt-rest chases . During motion
in opposite directions, it Pffects it in both the at-rest and
3.n-motion phases .
_Iewton'#s_ law of aravitstion
"Accorling to Newton's law of general ,gravitation, every two
bodies attract one another by j forte Mir-ctly proportional,
to
the sum of their --owes and inversely
re of their distances"t
F=kmIm2/ r

yyrr%nortional to the aqua-
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Newt on '9 IAw of

it

Avi t A tion

f s built. on the idea that the two

material bodies are under the effect of mutual Action to which
applies the low of Action And reaction . Accordingly, the bodies
produce A uniform, c

gravitational field and act one on a-

nother by force F which - according- to the lave of action and reAc'%Jon - is uniform, of equAl marnitule but opposite sigas. As
the

thc :"u

,1iato it- : "

o Toon rotAting round the earth i8

n by a centripetAl, the earth by a con

nut

ifu

l force" .

this is A gross physical error . Incontestably, the dect-

fnetora in gravitational Interaction are

v'!e

gravitAtional source manifested by than intensity
taationsl field, and the distance of the source fr
being Accelerated . The intensity

mass of
the grawte object

t e gravitational field to

thus riven by the mass of the source of gravitation and distaanah
nt

r . Thin fixes the basic factors decisive for gravitation*l
-action. It is then immaterial whether the body that finds

itself' im such s gravitational field has mss
a* this causes no
source .

urc

a,

or %#, sium-

In the gravitational intensity of the
ces its own

anything but the aunntity of its (
in essentially i

ravitational field without
mass playing a decisive ro-

tzx1a1 for the intensity of this field

whether any Anj what kinn of, objects will, find thmmselVras in
the emitted grAvitationAl field . the gravitational field of a
definite object is thus an independent physical factor havixtg
its rants in the mnam of the object in question . The gravitation^I force ins A vector ; anti this is the further reason why one
cannot apeaa'k of a common force (r) in the ease defined by Nowtons low of pravitation.
s Involved in gravitotional interaction between two objects ore two se-orate ! specifle gravitational fields of different intensities (depending on the

mamma) and

ziJ ffetcat directimns . Forces Petins

in those two directions

identical as would follow fr^m the law of action sand reactimn, but different, nrn->ortional to the intensity of the
gravitational field of each of the objects. Therefore, there ore
7)liaation of Newton's third law of
reaction . The theory is is error if it s#leaks of cost-

aetion

or tentripeta

ions

e in connection with these interact-

forges of this kind exist . The rotational motion of the
round the earth i. s caused bqT a gravitat
field, ch

the character of
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al field hav

ng the orientation of

oral units of moon's matter . i othing but
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this orientation to the immediate cause of moon's motion in the
00

1 c was
claim that force (F`) by which two

'Neither can
different

Des Act one on another is the

tional effects of the bodies are wholly independent, contingent

ties of their gravitatioaml fields which in turn

to the tat

l to the *sees. Apart
e1d

ravitatie91

between two objecte propagate in opposite directions

can, hArdl y

e

e the effeets of the

of A uniform gravitational field
national fields mutual . Newton

100i of gravitatica coul d be simplified as
ratf

this, the

: The acceielbws

of gravity of an obJeet is directly proportional to the
itatten and inversely proportional

to the square
-

the diot ¬mce from this source .

Zt mepr be assumed from the viewpoint of the kineton hypothe-

$is, however, that there exists some regular relation between
the number of gravitons and the number of units oriented per

unit

tine . This, however, leads to the conclusion that Accelerrat-

ion in a Aravitational field is Also dependent on the r4ass den-

object being accelerated . A

interaction

intensity needs a Ion
object whose

million times that of another

as density is,

th pup,

voles and are At the

odies have
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r
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ical conclusions,

expeditions charged vi

no of this phen
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for a proof

os:, fob that in t

idered see
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other aspo

examine the

ergoes ro rsetiono I
medium,, it bends- to the _normal, if
to a thinner medium, a
not

fact that for a ray

a star * the
which the
radffat one,

ti al field
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radiation

from the normal .

light travelling fry

the
in"
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,he physical theory exclude the possibil i
ti
the deflect
refraction in

place in such a medium ?

the negative casree

e ray of light could be interpreted as lip
0060190

layers in the vicinity or to strems

grsvi. tong

el ectro

d road rndiaticms, etc .

'"his problem mny be poked into yet from arother Angles
There in no doubt that a ray of light passing through the
ers of sun'9 atmosphere to decelerated by such a

di

because, so the theory stAtea, "in an optic,"lly densor medium
a rAy of light travels more slowly" . If the velocity
of 2

t is reduced in the dense layers of the r= 'a e vvol"a
t it is lean than

c , it must contain also the at-rest

phases next to the in-motion ones . And in the at-rest phases
interaction is possible e
after be nr, decelerate

with can electromagnetic, verve which
.. .-i 4w x " l -,,robability ..

nlready contain,

some nuclei of the At-rest matter and those Are the ones that
yield to the gravitational Interaction . Therefore we feel free
to state : If A rag of li

t is deflected

in

the gravitational

field of the sun, it Is very likely that its velocity has been
reduced in thi dense layers of sun's atmoshere and the

vitat-

ivnAl interaction thus made possible .
ouival.en.c c
A - F ui aI once of inertial ma$a A ai3
is well known, the amount of

~vi tr L f.ona
Atter in a body eas be

the basis of inertial properties or on the be+rsis
itationa

ertie . An
.1 this is ;her the fol1ova-ing two earl..

cepts have come into beings inertial amass -- j4, the inertial prey..
perties were considered in the measurement, and gravitational
mass if the measurement was made according to the gravitational
properties . One WtIy or the other, the results' are alt

s

ergs
Actunlly, txlcr;-

== `` no Inertial mass

Avi.tati.onal naels.r

I that is involvel area two measuring; methods utilizing '
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ferent properties of matter proportional, to its quantitys i.nert-
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ver, Einstein considers
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so-ca
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till
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t clues of the

ed general theory of
relativity

clear from, for example, the
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2 with e

s believed In the antiquity
that heavier byes fall
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adies more slowly toward
the earth. ow,.
fa il+ ';e
U Rove a proof nositive
that dies
thel wet-ht fall to the
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'i.r masees. This

by Newton

n physies by qnstein for
his theory of
relativity . the vie, prevmil
in,.. in the theory is that
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of earth's gravity
Their
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of the inertial :mss ."
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"ar

't of

fall with equal acceleration it is inferred that the gravitat1

And

e inertial masses must be the same, too .

Nature, however, does not choose such compl ient
objective reality is far simpler . Why
rent masses fall to the earth wi

ways . The

o bodies of differ,

essentially the same eece.

leration ? The Answer is quite simpler The bodies

!e is the

:strength of the grAvitstional field gcccrding to their masses,
4r, puttin
e

it differently, bodies with different messes
equal acceleration vAhenever the force that causes

their Acceleration is proportional to the Magnitude of their
masses. And here lies the basic cause of equal. Acceleration
of bodies in the gravitational field . To apnti¬al to sure ape
.
ciAl actions of the inertial mass to even out what the
tat onal mass has perpetrated, sounds like An echo

gra .

dent and medieval times .
it up we MAY QtRte s I n a grAVi to ti ottal field ev
body shares irk the atre rigth of the

ravatationral field in pro ,

portion to the quantity of i t s mast . This is the only ref~son
why bodies of different masses fall with cgiinl acceleration
in the

avitAtional field .

t us now take a closerlook at finsteln ~s 'PormOA according
tn which

e acceleration of ¬j falling body increases proport-

tonal to the
ill mass"

°Avitntionnl Mass and, d'M'nishes with the inert.

The author speaks here of a

owth of acceleration

of a falling body. But how could A body pass from rest to ac-»
eel er to

motion if from the very beginning the Acceleration

ew proportional . t o the gravitational mass Any- dimini
the SaMe way with the inertial. mass ? Tt is clear that under
such conditions there would be no acceleration At all .
i3y anstein's words the acceleration is to grow proportioto the gravitational masts. According to the general physia9

IRW8, acceleration does

with ;-pass {an

with the gr¬svitntionpl one neither) . The
ration does not sr

e that

avi to tion¬Al aecslo-

th the grmvitAtional rzinss of falling ba-

dies but grows by the increase
nl f. ielw h

this

:hat Unstein '

intensity of a"be

"avitation.

formula implicitly infers is that -

e i t not for the compensating actiou of the inertial mass
=oul d fpl l is the grAvi to t ionAl fi el d' Sri th unequal sccoler tion, the
; is to any bo
bodies with lesser
wool d

with lF~=her mosses faster (!)

aces more slowly. ~Urely a view

+ook well in antiquity. The reality is completely diffe-

rent, hnwever : 'very object shares i n the energy
tntionrl field in w?}ich it finus itself

t1

the gravi=

the extent depend-

ins on its mss. It is not the acceleration tr:at grows with the
gravitational mass, as
clamed by 1: nsteia., but the force with
Wh i.ch r

. fhiS £Orce is pronortis ¬atLrAeted to the: earth

ional to the

t i ty of :Zase, and this is the only reason

bodies care he clni:red try fall with eauml, nccelerAtion . Thue,
to
or erait .le, A body with mace of I k, is acted upon by a
force
eru'v-"~' en t to 1 kg, a t)ce' wi Gh a mass of 10
kg, by & force e"
guivpl ent to 30 k

then, remains th~:re for the action

of the

rtial mass to which Anstein appeals 7 If the ae"le-

rat ion

ew at the same rate at wiich it sizxltnncously dimini.-

shes, there could be no acceleration,. The relativistic
theory
is clearly at variance with obJective reality. 3ut even the mathemat:icnl proof de=nstratinp! that bolles fall to the
ear
with equal acceleration, is a mathe

tical cA74ouflage rather

convincing argument . Judge for your ;clves : According to
the second law of : ewvon's mechanics, acceleration a s
F`fm.

When d~;~al inq, with the acoeleratinn of gravity, we
substitute
for F the value gi

by i1

`a law of gravitation,

i .e .

`.!/r'

:.

An

?`et

For the mass in the numerator one takes the gravitational
sa, for that in the denominator the inerti$l mass; since
two mn res rare the same, they cancel nut . Thir is then the
themAtical"proof that acCelerptinn lcnen 3 on. but the intensi-

ty of the grav tatioal field, i .e . a/r . After ann"llation
result, I .e. a _ # !r`in all cases, 3ut this
get the
tation built t on Band . 'mere I s no doubt that in the
equation a = 17/a

*A' can remain. constant only on the assuwt-

ion that the

-hand side of the equation, tOA, will re

i ed.

force
hin

V

tnn, must grow vr

e" an which force

Al
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shat necessnrily grow with greipw

as of attract*d bodies disappears froa tart

s.

:co, n n :' the volue thpt remains - deter

compute tion
by the

ortional

seeak as indicAtei above, one dept -

t the

of the true physical content of the

gyres

in

Of

elernting object and the distance between

the object bein7 nceelerated -" is the inteasi t of the

it

l t tionml fi eld at a certAin diatAnce . !hv theory clearly
, in I'he f
la
verlooks the fnct that to cnocel out the °unssea weans to
.
actually reduce all the masses to the elemen tAry unit of
(ra=l) , And this i s why the result i s the same i n
Oansequently, the matheaaticnl procedure referred to above is
not n proof but a pseudo-proof vnl zd for nothing else but the
elementary unit of
s ~.

fAII dif-ferentiv t

The thesis that the acceleration of gravi
of the

in the theft

a

is independent

siderod ineentestab-

soarcel
,
le, Let us proceed a step furthert A gravitational
ce And thus produces A

emits gravitational waves to

avi tat,

a definite
Tonal field of a definite intensity, Consequently,
of space
tuber of grpvitons passes through A definite volume
mind in
per unit time. And here is the question 4hat comes to
of
this connection ; Is"nt there A difference whether a body
s quart
mass *m* car one of mass "1000 m" is placed in such
saof SOAce "? Is it possible to authoritatively state that the
me aunt of gravitons will in the
both object

m

e time nnit: affect

and an object l0©C times more mnteriRl

Allowing that the

avitAtionpl field needs more time for

interaction with a far higher number of elementary units, then
strictly speaking - bodies cannot fall with equal acceletatiau.
of course, fall
2n such a cans, bodies with larger sasses vould,
more slowly - not faster tan implied. by the relativi-tic aartgumentAtion) for the simple reason that a longer time is required
for a hi

er number of elementary interActions . A grsvitntiorvil

field of A given intensity will, no doubt # finish reacting with
:a ensity of
sV a sphere of mass "m" sooner, than with one of a
107 m. In principle we can state thist 3odies of different
sees fall in a grav tationAA field St dif{'erent rotest bodies
of k lamer masses more slowly, bodies of lesser masse$ faster.
Mechanism of the ¬action_ Mf_

apv

ty

unlike AmechnnicAl Force, a gravitationAl field does
on as place of the object surfAce but penetrates

inside

not

act

the in-

ner structures of matter and interacts directly with the elemen
tpry units n.~ matter . This is why it seems virtually immAterinl
whether

_a

-lQdy hAs a higher or lower number of such eles,ntary

units, that is to sAy whether it is Of A larger or a lesser mass .
ince the earth's gravity acts equally on all such elementary

elemen

all
. A rcavit

s nothing
t it retie

elementary

.t, and it is
problem'

4e

ow

essentially

equal acceleration

in the

*f squi-

va ence postulated by the theory of relativity but in the

a--

to of matter*
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Einstein's principle cogta

t the
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rest in the
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to prove this by means of the famiized, of course,, experiments with cabins t
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a constant f
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'the lift yes with constant acceledried - says
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y the same way for a -watch as for a
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claim that 'the 1
to the obJects
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the gravitational field
s namely the saw as that happening
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we allow -
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may be accepted an a plausible
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ke the outside observer -
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belie"
lift is at r8st j outside
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C
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.

e
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to do
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rest,
s ' differg existe withmt rd whether or not i t
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I
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~
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i`leld vies with
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ire to
not

Pros the standpoint of the kineton hypothesis, inertial
wrying state

ion or rest involves an

orientation of the
in the gr

elementary unite of the

i

Tonal field aems, continuous change Of

'the principle of equivalence coo

e labile foundation

' Ws following filet If we attach

also be illustrated bW

to both ends of a spry and hang this Votes
the cabin ceilingo the spri

win stabiliac+e is A certain Posit-

ion (measured with a dymam"terra it will be the wi
) . It the a

bottom

t an

,eottOU of the system with the cabin aei1-

ing to interrupted, then :

a cabin at rest in the gravitational field, the system
s spring sad tw wsishts,will descent by free fall

containing

to the sorth# what happens is then intero4tion of that
freely falling wei te# tone  with their accelerated seti
the gravitational field#

b-/in u cabin moving with accelerated notion Outside the gravitotioual

the interaction taking pl"e after the

Id

is hen been released, is that of the spring with
wei

ts and their
be

the gravitational

a c-nbin moving with aocel+-

of

gravitational field, such an motion

rated motion
from

r

obj+est released in a **bin sa vIng

bond is possible .

amen not with accelerated motion, but finer

in

linearly*

ly, that U to

the acceleration field w *an create inAhe -cabin

inert-

ial field (by releasing the system of the wits and aagpriecg
t be dof
l field this
oi
e *oiling) i is the
ne.
Coil

eel a&se of the syst
we obtain in the

of spring aa

wei ,hte from the

avitaational fief! an accelerated sy-

stem with varying intensity of the gravitational field,
with eccele

ted notion outside the gravitatio

field,

the potent

foroe of the

shyster

the latter with an inertial system t
ap'te some to
TO ell intentions and purposes, this e
-fr
~ea r.
the "experimentum *r is* of the principle of
wth of mass b!y velocity
e relativistic thesis that the mass of accelerated particles grows by velocity has become just

. Me growth of

mass is expressed by then mathematical fob.$
m ~ mo

l~1-~sta

hi ¬ er the velocity of a body, the larger the
erqW e the velocity of light, the

if the velocl ty
grows to infinity.
w if

of the b
b

isa ma" grows
yl it moms

reads In the theory " '" that the

Puts up the bi

to further acceleration the

sere its velocity appr
the VWlc Mrv. ibe 2

ih the veloo

e es the verity of
~ at
ser thA
wet, per unit

h increasing velocity a force exerts an ever
lesser
"'It is e
weep the b

an

is

ocity is the same for all bodisse This
and
a universal character a follows fry the
all other bodi+

movi

TOIacities. A Chana that took a
for the other bodieg At

tree, the body
slowly, alu,

out larger for

at diftsvemt
an

ishly, its mesa t

as is enlarged

s

ratio at which the
ta -

that is, at

Lion with those problsse tb+
etical physicist the for=32a
pressing the

'

Owth

takes place: durin

come to m

of eve.

a a %l

e11 vhich - according to the theory ".

particle acceleration.

But eve to thin crucial cases the theory is not right, either:.
Vel ocity c&usta so growth of mase t
Omen.

to is no Thing but r

finding no
penlen
vect

ort in objeative reality. Velocity W in
latish to

al r*

Ct

ty of

°' the

ion

tear. Uloeity is
the
elementary veatore of the
any

Tell

e values up to the limit
e el
indivi

try vectors of every

orientation of the el
about a gr*wth

ce do-

cntary vector*

' the body velocity but

quantitative

chAnge in the body materiAl content .
9Stis'

er i: v

ton are involved $ tome tales p

cceleration

of the accelerated

the theory believes -

entM7

ed O

units.

only an
ensuing velocities
.
units
velocity

the higher the

to furtl

ton#

w
c

s, 'the larger its inertial mass. At veloci-

this

d retch an mite
e

i

hypothesis

this offset from the paint of the kinetic
higher the velocity g, the fewer

the at-root Phases
oration

' abodys

t

the more

in-motion phases.

realized

in the set-rest

ai ty for acceleration diminishes

is clear that the
with increasing ve

city so, that at velocity

a

any accel erst-

already impossible* Notion at velocity e contains in fact
but the ilk-motion phases, consequently there remains
nothing to be aacceleraated . A farce, as matter has large* would
work in vain under the cir

sta

es.

ically, too, the new interpretation is in
y in the at-rest
imeuts Accoleration can be realized

wi th e-3

the obJect being, accelerated . According to the
motion, the at-rest phases grow less with velocity at the raf---tio of,J 1-beta, s 1 . No growth of mass, nor inorensing resiat ce*of matter is involved - as the theory erroneously sup?osss ;
diminishing

por

all the net-rest phases

for acceleration. At velocity a
the
notion
already disappeared fron
acceleration is out of the gaestions

and thi s is

stmeo* and *infinite mass*i

:tee theory Speaks of "infinite
but all that is actually involved

impossibility of ao

-

leratioa.
To sum ups Velocity briers about no growth of matter, d
atfon oftime, e

traction of apace, nor does it sake the rosiow

matter

ite . The cause lies in that with velo city

stwee

opportunity for acceleration diminishes ._ And si

e the

of the ot-rest phases fereases at the ratio of ~ 1--beta" s l,
the acceleration effect, too, diminishes at that ratine
r1f~,&t 4~,
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eause

o'~ X88

amiss the their of Tel
t
the well-~ equation I a me to the form

the aseerted growth

ty has modifi

of conservation of ones the
theory of relativity assumes that translati
net is char

l notion causes

.e me-,- to grow, This, of course, COMi
s .

pletely discredits the
eat is in effect in eoutinual notion
tic
of enerjU we

only
it

11 that matter awes either
e it is at root inside), or internally (while it is

at rest tr

slationally) . Therefore, matter a

It morels
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wow by volt)..

n ferts itself fn different motif f

translAtionni or the inner one .

s yes of an
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c
has different ma

different coordinate frames*,
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a
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e

theory of relat

across* relative try me and do.
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`e speculations without any support

ly, these
stiff. world* It

s absurd to claim that a
of Its Mass depeadbW an
object has but one va.to

refer

that 1

of Mattes e

ghost value 44 absclutos
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ll,y d

a
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doWing the Sb
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motion i s alms
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body relative to another object considered

to

which the motion
e
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lvity takes for equivalent all
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to * that are at rest Oak r6lRt
with Unify and linear

--r0

ti

..s to is the oquival

e is another,

tiv*

e of in¢rtlal reference
t that body k mavoo rel sti"

eo relative to bolt' A.
i

ly

ccardi

that a tram Moves relative

rails move relative to the train.
lence of reference

fro

s step further . It
the equivnl nce

not

relative to the
fraem " The statements that the earth moves
i~ob all e
vas relative to the Fear th are equally
that the
in hafuoW with the theory If relstivitY.
The equivalence: of reference fr

ess is postulated

~3y

the theo-

self-evidence as though. there were in existence
of sot

And interActicnas of mutter, no prin-

but a kiciple of causality, an though matter were not matter
claim in accordance
nemati.c abstraction . Or is it possible to
is at rest and
ith the laws inherent to matter that the earth
is at rest sat
the sun rotates round it T Or . that the train
there exist lawn
the rails move underneath its wheels ? Don't
rmation, of
of gravitational interactions and laws of traner
the
t what is at fault here is the standpoint from which
The moving close or
tior, of
theory starts its e
away of two objects in
the

-aces tire theory solves by choosing

considered at rests
ofthe objects for the reference body

s
It
and ascribing all motion in space to the other body .
rat variance
without saying that such a procedure is as A rule
same whether motion
with objective reality . It is not sll the
seek
to body A or to body 3 1 this is why we must
is ascribed

criteria that would enable us to decide the

-given nroble a

in an objectively correct mannero
I

gine, for example,

an the oppoel to aides of the PJo-

relativistic
two objects fall to the earth, and that the
about the arbitrariness of reference frames holds good .

if we considered the falling objects

At

rest and the earth.

break
as moving relative to them, the earth would have to
twb trains
Or take the case of the train. and the rails . If
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simultaneously moved in opposite directions, where would

rails Ww* if are considered the trains at rest

arses the situation clears
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ity that the rails are at reset
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fact
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s
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a
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ce, than all
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e
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by the orientation of
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tion And root depend
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ace has first
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c
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to Nq to
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tion that eleet

such
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It ways,
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ever %

concerning the structure

,
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e

infinite

All this a*t
Odyn

.th

q

1cs got
to
ve physical thinking runs

vistic

i.n

3t

e, how science prevaricates before tA in

q

and with

edible t

ro nti.
a radical

city the reIntivistic

to the obvious vRriance

.

facts of t
e be any doubt about

the the,

of relAtivity

closer
About

the lo-

my to Wiperiments t or the

nteracti
el

of t

a3

of matter, motion, space

the idea that matt er cannot be divided
i.nfi

t

. There and

IX exists a definite of

-

measure tbat cannot be exceeded . This is lo4cal if far no other
then for the reason that muter cannot be composed ofpoints .
Neither can motion consist of points but must consist of inter
vsls. ?n the microcoswe there undoubtedly exist elementary
len the, elementary cmanta of matter, elementary volumes. If
both matter and motion are quantated, then such elementary
mi ~ s applY to time and space, too. Thus, for Oxamle, as
elem
tary interval of time is the time in which an elementary
inter
val of motion is realized . And since An elementary interval
of
tion cannot be n point (nnj therefore null), the interval
of
time is no point, either . And annl e'
There exists

`,ueitber caret e le"&

point space . A zero volume of space is =think..

Able . A renal space could not be

put together of zero volumes.

Matter actually exists in three dimensions none of which
can

equal zero. This is why the concepts "surrace" And
"Vointr are
Mere geumetric abstractions, non-e'ristent in the real world
.
Therefore, if there exist no zero vplues of gutter, !space
or

MOtion, we may Assume that there must Wet elementary
qut&

of these physical realities, different from zero
sand no further

divisible. And it is these elementary quanta of
matter, mutt+

ce: and time that we should consider the basic
natural con.
the
stants on
ich
whole material world is 'wilt .
Zenaa'g MoXiee
The question of continuity and discontinuity
of matt

t

Motion was already contemplated by ancient
philosophers . one
of the beet known is the Creek philosopher Zenon
with his X.eaeAn school . Fee tried to prove - for exa"le
with his aap

iaa

called "dicho to= ". that "a body can never
reach the target

because it must continually overcome an infinite
znmber of halves of paths" . In the aporia "Ac hilles a+nd
the turtle' he proved

that f^et-running Achilles can never reach a slow-moving turtle because he must

infinitum overcome the distances by which

the turtle alwmys moves ahead before Achilles gets to the pl
where the turtle has already beeu." His aporia *the shaft " is
to demonstrate the impossibility of notion by that a flying
shaft is at every instant at one place, that is-# bamboo" . fte
-4urth

aporia "stadium" points out the impossibility of relati-

ve mottova In An elementary unit of time two bodies relative
one to another will
:,i nce

".covet two elementary unite of length.

ent?n "s sporine have a lot
a

4 common with some ofthe

basic problems of modern physica, with the local theary and
"infinite" values of enerMy, it may serve a useful purpose to
ke

atte

t to interpret the ancient aaporiae from now as-

poets . In doing so we
e exists

l1

+

the following,g a asu

movinc; natter in the

ticans ~

terial world.

1< give to apace cotter coves wl th but a single velocity inherent
to it, with the velocity of an electroLagaetic wave, C . If this
velocity is not realized in the translational form! it is realiaed in the internal forms . According to the kinetic hypothesis
of ?,. Urbdnek, trwwlational motion of a body with velocity less
than e consists of at-rust a

ino-motion phases. The in-motion

phases Always have but the limit velocity, howevet. The
the velocity, the looser the nu

er of the at-rest phases and

the greater the number of the in-motion phases. And it is just
tb 3 idea of quantated motion that will e:~ble us to logically
solve the problem of man's aporine .
Thus, for example, Achilles moves faster than the turtle ;
Us MG

therefore, contains more inn-motion pluasos that d"s
ion -)-'

turtle . To the at-rest phases of the turtle

thus fall. the in-motion phases of rennin

Mlles, sand it is

clear that Achilles will overtake the waiting; turtle . This happ4ne in the phases in which the in-motion phase of Achilles` rum
fr3,lls

.
to t :e at--rest p4ase of the turtle .

ihe sporia "dichotomy" brings the aeKnowled

emt of the ele-

mentary quantum of matter , motion and length . No division of
distances ad infinitum can therefore take place . The laws of
nALure do not make division of space, matter and motion down
to zero pcssiblc .lf such division were possible, matter would
cisapperr, motion eto~t space cease to exist . .This i's'why .
there is no other wa

out then to accept the view that mature

exists and lives solely is quanta, intervals, elementary qua
titles And this also explains the aporin "tic .shaft" : the
space because obshaft cannot always be at a definite point of
jectively no such point of space exists, s

e as no point of

time exists. Lverywhere we find but intervals and quanta.
The aporia "stadium" is to disprove the elementariness of
the least quantum of motion by the finding that in one elementary interval of time, two bodies relative one to another will
cover two elementary a-its of length, not one unit. The situation is the same as when modern physics claims that the relative
motion of tv:o objects

it

restricted by velocity c even though

it cannot be disproved that two opposite oriented rays of lig4%
move away from one another with velocity

c 1 The explanation

is, of course, simples Like the elementary length is the apor
thus also the velocity oflight in modern physics must be cozputed rel ptive to the absolute space . The elementary length of
the ancient aporia will then remain intact because relative to
space we shall always deal with the same lenghl And as to the
velocity of ligh-6 in modern physics, this will remain coustant y
i .e. c . The velocities of light relative to other objects are

ft.

grim
f C; a*

nAturally e+v or c-v, not merely
of relativity .

c , As claimed by the theory

Iamr of !etton AW irenction.
The Wsird law of Newtonian mechanics state.- thpt
the action
Of A body, A, on another, 1, results in reaction of body 3 can

body Ai the latter action is ident-icAl with the former
as to

the magi rude but not As to the signs. Action is thus
bound to

reaction by that one cannot exist without the other ;
they are
of the same magnitude but

Posits suns .

Nearly without exception, literature offers rn
ex-l oostion
Of Action and reaction by which during the interaction age
body
d hence also mass while the other acquires then
Meavir

Thus, far example s the physieml theory is

of the Vinion that in A collision 0f two e.1 nstic b&220,
both
r,

and the corresponding quantum of mass pees from
tho fast.

or

the slower object in a one-sided prncess .
+e theory is clearly misled by transIntional
motion of ~a-

teracting bodies# and believes that with A change
orgy and ass

Of

veloeltT

Change, too. But from the st ndoint of physi-

al laws this is A ;great mistake . According
to the third law
Ionian mechAnics, concerning action and reaction,
sate-si
~nvoIved ; from

fer of matter from one body to another can be
standpoint of the kineton

hypothesis,

t

s is an exchange of opposite oriented quanta
of mass and

energy* Neither of the two balls in impact will
change its

terial content in the senile that OW of the bodies
would l
an! the other acquire
as and energy. No one,-sided trj%nsfpr
of ener

and ratter is involve l but n two-.sided,
mutual

Se of the sauce quantum of ever ;

and "tier, or ptattinf, it

differently of the same Amount ©f opposite
oriented ele

_79units of matter. Such as exchange
4urally brings about also
A change in the vectorial cults of
eleaoutary vectors
each
object ; this w1ll Manifest itself by acceleration
in a tad
by retprintion in the other body. Leither object loses
ener ;,W
or mpos. After the exchange interaction both
bodies have the
s
quantum
matter as before s
In briefs
erevorr ftowtee's law of motion ant reaction cones
into P 1 ny, there
place merely An erahan
o° eq"Al amounts
-----------------tsf o ~po to oriented el entary units of
stter of the inter.
-----------------------veloci.ty acre but A reflection of the
changed vectorial SUMS of each of the tuo objects. A
body can
have a multidute of trnnslAtory velocities
without s
quantity of its matter* that
docidca here is the orf .entatl
is elementary units and their vectorial sins
.
Me interpretation to which tbegr

is clearly erroneous since it
eac~$i4n*

at adhere,
the law of Action

M was fob and verified by
many observations that all the
lagies bane spectral lines shifted toward the
red rem

non fired shift} . -VIT
.czer

r,

t

nrirt)re

n^r t; e si

zificaztce of

this phenomenon have been clarified
so far, but the dependence

,if

be shift an distance is unique. ." Most physicists
are inp.
clined to think that this phenomenon can be
interpreted in terus
PlOr's principle, that is that the laxi ;)s
move array
that our redcan ,.f tbc universe dil*ta" .
According to
the widespread view of Hubbl, every SAIMV moves

every other not only from $*ours',- The
velocity of the t lactics
,Xtsd sPectroscOpically ranges between 1 140 and 120 000

from these velocities that at certain. dies ;Rlaxies would have to attain relativistic velocities
and this » by the theory of relativity-old
areas* in amm of the

es. Amd since motion i

,- as the theory of relativity states - it would be possib»
claim that the remote galaxy is at rest and our gal
relativistic velocity- The growth
of

dilatation of time would thus have to refer to
Mllaxy .
object

ty is no doubt far

e

and lorzical S
that is
l

red shift ? The answer Aby be worded aye
of the

Wdazy from anoth*r, but

otAtion

In the rotation of a s

taro radiation there namely occurs dissemi
to to the surrounling spnee.

000

ree emitting

,ti

of photon

ith Increasing distance

er the len si ty of thc electromagnetic field dims-

fr^ra the

-of quanta passing through unit surface is

of ahes, the

allere In the spectroscopic image this mnniitself just by the red shift, lop by lower frequencies.
certnin dist

ce, the frequencies shift from the rata

visible vavos to the infrared bond, which clearly explains the
1

0lbers 0s paradox. Therefore : the baaic encase of red
s not a fli,,

t of nebulae, divergence of

.axles, di-

latation of the universe $ etc . as claimed in literature$ but a
ion of PhOt
he

quaata induces by rotation .

lavios is also of si nificnnee for the e..

qty of various sources. Admitting
11 in the at rest phaseif
(rotat

09 in our ease), the frequencies are reduced

by just those vi

the i
velocity

veloo

tion, the fear

of

laries range within eartain

nits, and theca I

it the b

the at fast

ary for the guanti

such motions. The differentiation of
therefore
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d/ The gravitational field

gini4tes by emanation of materiel,

elementary particles of matter (gravitow) emitted to the
is space. The gravitational field is materiel and
metry of the relativistic time-spat* .
e/ Neither matter, motion. nT time are divisible ad infinitum 1
they can be divided merely up to the lim .ts of objectively elo-mentary particles of matter . To admit
matter do

itless division of

'Co zero would mean accepting the idea of sera va-

lues of matter, motion and space . But from seros one am hardly
produce ev
energy . No

the least really existing quFnt! Yy . df
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a" exist in nature . All material, motional

and spatial qualities are composed solely of elementary quanta .
y of relativity defending the so-ca ,2ed local orincip.
1e, i .e. infinite divisibility of matter, finds itself at variance with natural facts .
fl The principle of discontinuity makes transitions of external
to int. rnal motion of matter possible . The portion of energy
not expressed by translatit3mi motion, is realised by internAl
motion .

e sun of these two farms ofmotion is coust

t for

a body, equal to 1 .
I A convinced that on these sample principles one am

d

a new physical and philosophical coweption of the material we r2d
and thus solve the problems to which the theory of relativity
gives nes or only unsatisfactory, answer . This teneopt on would
also mean the dow fall of the familiar paradoxes of time, rclati.ve motion, infinite values, and offer a solution to the prcabIivs which science has been amble to crape with sines the
dent times (this refers in particular to Zenon's

And all this can be done with notions physically and philosophically far simpler than are the relativistic postulates of
dilatation of time, contraction of space, etc . It seems that`
with the. passage of time these postulate become more and more
the magic formulae that hinder further development of philosophy as well as physics then the supports of modern science.
The treatise is an attempt to devise a new model of the fundamental categories of philosopby and physics, i .e. matter,
motion, time, space, gravitation, etc .
New ideas usually have no bed of roses . In the minds of many
pbysicisto views they have learned sometimes become doers not
to be thought over s
attributed virtual inviolability .
)
It seems that the strife after new ideas is not easy in
physice, either . "It is understandable that at the beginning every
chaage meet's with strong counter-claims that nothing can. be improved'm says the famous physicist W. Heisenberg. He adds, how

ever, that one should not be deterred by lack of succ s
wishes to bring recognition to the foreseen scientifi

if one
rutho
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Slivku /a nebo ppne Vaeulko/,
cfm slueneji, tfm lepe - protoze konecne byla prelozena
"Teorie hmoty" Dr .Urbinka - a tedy posflime Ti jeden
exemplar s prosbou, abys jej dal k posouzenf nekteremu
teoretickemu fyzikovi na universitu, jak jsme se dohodli .
Prosfme Te velmi, abys posudek /i prfpadnou zipornou
argumentaci/ poslal na adresu " Dr .Otakar Urbinek,Petrski 24
r

Praha 1 . A ted jeete soukrome zilezitosti - narodil se
10

nim syn, mi sedm mesfcA, jmenuje se Karel a jsme velice
etastni . Pozdravujeme Tvou zenu i Tebe a soucasne se
omlouvame za prfpadne potfze, ktere V$m touto z6.silkou
zpAsobfme .
Dekuji Ti a prijedec-li, nashledanou
Tv'j Karel Vachek

